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11.11 Packaging

Concepts

Packaging for  Needs  or  Get
Context names and file names and location for  Needs
File names for  Get  (abbreviated  <<)
Package format
Contents of a package file
How to make one package load and evaluate another
Contexts and context shifting
Features of twoDG not described elsewhere in the book

This section isn�t about graphics.  It�s about storing a file of Mathematica expressions
in the proper format and in the proper place for loading as a Mathematica add-on
package.  The file usually contains interrelated definitions of objects and functions for
a particular application area.   You can use them in later notebooks simply by including
a  Needs  or  Get  command to load and evaluate the code in the package.  The twoDG
graphics package developed in earlier sections of this chapter is used as an example.  Only
a few comments in this section are specific to that example.

Packaging for  Needs  or  Get

To be loaded by the Mathematica  Needs  or  Get  function a package file evidently must
be in proper package format.   Its code can be loaded and evaluated either

� by  Needs if it�s located in the Mathematica  . . .\AddOns\Applications
subfolder with a proper package file name, or

� by  Get  (often abbreviated  <<) if it�s named anything, in any folder.

The first alternative is preferable, because  Needs  prevents you from loading such
a file twice, and to invoke it you specify a context name, rather than a file name.  Mathe-
matica context names are usually short, suited to your application, and independent of
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1 These conventions partially explain the choice of the name twoDG.  It should be short, suggestive, and
memorable.  To yield a valid context name, it must start with a letter, not 2.  To avoid conflict with
Mathematica names, that letter should be lowercase.  To avoid confusing an operating system, the name
should include only the most standard characters.  To avoid confusion with some standard Mathematica
packages, it should avoid the word geometry, even though that�s its main thrust.
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your computer�s operating system.  File names are often long, adapted to your filing
system, and must adhere to operating system syntax rules.  Mathematica contexts are
discussed briefly later.  For the twoDG package the corresponding context is  twoDG`.
The final character must be a single back quote.  To determine the file name, drop the
back quote and append  .m.  You must put the twoDG package in file  twoDG.m  in the
...\AddOns\Applications  folder, and load and evaluate it by executing
Needs[twoDG`].1       

If you�re not allowed access to or you�re fearful of monkeying with Mathematica
system folders, you must use the  Get  method.  On the author�s computer there are two
copies of the file, which you could load and evaluate by executing one of these inputs:

<<"d:\\M&M\\Chapter11\\11_11\\twoDG.m"

<<"c:\\Program Files\\Wolfram Research\\Mathematica\\4.0\\
    AddOns\\Applications\\twoDG.m"

In filenames, backslash symbols  \  must be doubled because a single backslash has a
special function in Mathematica keyboard input.  For these forms, you could use any
filename whatever.  There�s no connection with the  twoDG`  context.  If you use the  Get
method, you may have to take care not to load a package twice.  (Some codes could have
different values if evaluated once or twice.)

Package format
 

What is �proper package format� for a file to be loaded by  Needs  or  Get?  The author
has never found an official specification.  You certainly want to prepare your package as
a Mathematica notebook�for example,  twoDG.nb  �using the front end�s editing
features.  But if you use its pull-down menu feature  File/Save As Special/
Package Format  and select the default file type  *.m  you get nothing useful.
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2 You may want to use a primitive editor to insert blank lines to improve readability.  (The  Save As Special
operation removes the cell structure, which served that purpose.)
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The following procedure seems to work.  Use the front end to prepare  twoDG.nb
as described later in this section.  (This involves gathering the appropriate definitions
from various notebook files used in development and providing additional features
discussed later.)  Avoid fancy input formats such as superscripts and matrices.  Make your
code look as though you�d entered it with a primitive editor such as  Notepad.  (This rule
may not be essential, but the next step would convert those inputs to formats that you
might not recognize, and that would make troubleshooting harder.)  Use that pull-down
menu to  Save As Special/Text  in the desired folder under the desired name.  Inspect
the saved file using a primitive editor.  It should look more or less the same as what you
saw in the front end, with some special characters translated to  \[. . .]  form.2  If you
don�t recognize something, you probably used a fancy input format nearby.

Contents of a package file

Under this heading is described the overall structure of the  twoDG.m  file, illustrated in
figure 1.  For details, consult its full text on the CD-ROM enclosed with this book.  The
numbered lines in the figure are now discussed, each in turn.

Line 1,  with  BeginPackage,  serves two purposes.  First, it introduces a new
context,  twoDG`.  Second, it loads and evaluates the code in the standard Mathematica
add-on package  Graphics`Colors`.  Until further notice, Mathematica will search those
and the standard  System`  contexts for symbols in expressions that it�s trying to evalu-
ate.  It regards symbols it can�t find as new, and places them in the  twoDG`  context.
(Under normal operation, it would use the standard  Global`  context instead of  twoDG`.
The context concept should seem vague at this stage.  Several lines in figure 1 affect
contexts.  An overview summary will be provided at the end of this section.)

Line 1 is paired with the  EndPackage  line 12, discussed later.  For now, you should
note that these two lines are the mechanism by which you associate new symbols with
the package, and they let you make one package load another.  As arguments to
BeginPackage  you can list as many context names as you need.  This is a convenient way
to load and evaluate a family of packages not necessarily related to each other, but useful
for a particular application area.  The author decided to have  twoDG`  load
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Graphics`Colors`  because it�s so convenient in all Mathematica graphics work to use
suggestive color names instead of  RGBColor  directives with numerical arguments.

Next in the package file are placed several general status commands.  In this
example, line 2 is a switch that disables some unnecessary and possibly confusing error
messages that would be generated when later code is evaluated.  Line 3 disables the
protection of some standard Mathematica symbols so that twoDG can overload them.
Status commands are gathered here to make it apparent which ones must be reset before
the end of the package, so that clients operate in the usual environment.

BeginPackage["twoDG`","Graphics`Colors`"]; (1)
    !
general status commands, such as
Off[General::spell]; (2)
Unprotect[Point]; (3)
    !
usage  assignments for exported identifiers, such as
angle::usage= (4)
"angle[Q,O,R]  is the angle  t = QOR  in radians, measured as
 in elementary geometry, with  0 \[LessEqual] t \[LessEqual]
 \[Pi].";
    !
Begin["`Private`"]; (5)
    !
definitions for exported objects, functions, and constants, such as
angle[Q_,O_,R_] := Abs[directedAngle[Q,O,R]]; (6)
    !
Protect["twoDG`Private`*"]; (7)
End[]; (8)
Protect["twoDG`*"]; (9)
    !     
undo general status commands, such as
Protect[Point]; (10)
On[General::spell]; (11)
    !
EndPackage[]; (12)

Figure 11.11.1
Structure of package file  twoDG.m
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Next follow more than fifty  usage  assignments, one for each symbol introduced
by twoDG for clients� use.  These assignments serve two purposes.  First, they mention
each of these symbols in the  twoDG`  context, so they will be available to you when you
load the package.  Second, they provide the responses to interrogatory commands.  Line
4, for example, enables this effect:

in: ?angle

out: angle[Q,O,R]  is the angle  t = QOR  in radians,
measured as in elementary geometry, with  0 # t # π.

These responses should be short but informative, telling which arguments are which,
specifying units, and perhaps contrasting the interrogated symbol with other similar ones.
Assume that the reader is familiar with the terminology.  There�s no point in giving
tedious information here.  A client can see the entire definition of  angle,  for example,
merely by executing  ??angle,  and find a more involved description in the book.
Unfortunately, it�s not possible to include  usage  assignments for overloaded operators.

With each context, Mathematica evidently keeps a list of the corresponding  ?
responses.  In evaluating the  usage  assignments, it replaces existing entries of that list.
Therefore, don�t use multiple  usage  assignments for overloaded definitions of the same
symbol.  Amalgamate the responses when you write the package code.  It�s not clear how
Mathematica handles overloads in different contexts.  For example, after loading twoDG,
the response to the interrogation  ?Point  overrides the one Mathematica provided
originally in the  System`  context, and you can�t recover that even by executing
?System`Point.  Therefore, the twoDG responses to this interrogation, and to the one
for  Circle,  the only other  System`  symbol that it overloads, include the texts of the
original responses.

Line 5,  with  Begin[`Private`] introduces another new context,
twoDG`Private`,  a subcontext of  twoDG`.  Mathematica adds that temporarily to its
search list and places new symbols there.  This practice isn�t required, but is recom-
mended in the Mathematica literature.  The codes defining objects and implementing
functions introduced by the  usage  assignments�for example, line 6�will be placed
in this context.  Clients need no access to symbols introduced only by those codes,
shouldn�t use them because they lack required knowledge, and shouldn�t have to avoid
them during their own use of Mathematica.  Placing them in a deeper context prevents
confusion and misuse.  This is an example of the object-oriented programming strategy
of information hiding.
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3 It�s even possible to prevent clients from reading the definitions, so that  ??  interrogatories merely return
an �access denied� message.  That feature is inconsistent with this book�s educational purpose, so was not
implemented.  It might be appropriate, though, in a commercial context.  Use the help browser to find out
about it.

4 This is delicate.  It means, for instance, that twoDG could load and use another package  P`,  but that pack-
age would not be available to twoDG clients unless  P`  were mentioned in the  BeginPackage  line.
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Aside from the  usage  assignments, code documentation in  twoDG.m  is very spare.
One reason is the availability of this book.  Comment lines in  twoDG.m  refer readers to
the sections of this book where the following  objects or functions are discussed.  Commer-
cial packages are sometimes written under the opposite assumption, that all documenta-
tion must accompany the code.  Such code files often present code and documentation
side-by-side for ease of study.  Unfortunately, Mathematica�s front-end editor makes that
organization impossible.

After all these definitions, line 7 carries information hiding even further.  It
protects all symbols whose full names begin with  twoDG`Private`,  by using the  *  wild-
card character.  Clients won�t be allowed to change any of these definitions.3  Line 8 is
paired with line 5.  It shifts the context back to  twoDG` �or whatever context was active
before the previous  Begin.  Line 9 uses a wild card to protect all symbols in the  twoDG`
context.  This is followed by lines 10 and 11, which reset status switches set by the
example status commands in lines 2 and 3.

The last line,  EndPackage[],  shifts back to whatever context was active before
the  BeginPackage  line was encountered, and appends to Mathematica�s search list the
contexts mentioned in that line.4

Contexts

Mathematica contexts permit construction of notebooks and package files at different
times and places, intended to work together, without danger of name conflicts.  You can
think of programming teams and subteams organized hierarchically, each working on
some aspect of a problem.  Each group has a context;  the contexts have the same
hierarchical organization.  When a manager of programming team  t  introduces symbol
x,  for example, its full name is really  t`x ,  where  t`  is the team�s context.  Now
consider a programmer in subteam  s  of team  t,  introducing symbol  y.  The subteam�s
context would be  t`s`  and the symbol�s full name would be  t`s`y.
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Whenever Mathematica is running, one context is active, and others are listed for
search.  Referring to a symbol in the current context or one below it in the hierarchy, you
may omit the current context�s part of its full name, just as the manager referred to  x
and the programmer, to  y,  in the previous paragraph.  If you use a symbol with no
context designator (the usual situation), Mathematica will inspect the current context
and those in the search list to figure out what you want.  If it doesn�t find anything, it
assumes the symbol is new and adds it to the current context.  Use the help browser to
find out how Mathematica reacts when there are similarly named symbols in more than
one of these contexts.

Commands  $Context  and  $ContextPath  return the current context and search
list.  When you first start Mathematica this is what you get:

in: {$Context, $ContextPath}

out: {"Global`", {"Global`","System`"}}

You may refer to  Global`  and  System`  symbols, as usual, with no context designators.
If you use a symbol  x  that�s not already in one of these contexts, Mathematica adds it
to the  Global`  context.  Use function  Context  to ascertain the context of a symbol.
For example, execute these lines just after starting Mathematica:

in: {Context[Context], Context[s]}

out: {"System`", "Global`"}

Here�s a summary of the various context manipulation functions mentioned in this
section:

� Needs loads and evaluates a  *.m  code file that matches a speci-
fied context name.  It has no effect on the active context or
the search list.

� BeginPackage activates the specified context, and executes  Needs  as
required to load others.  It starts a new search list consist-
ing of just these and  System`.

� Begin activates the specified context.

� Context returns the context of a symbol, in quotes.
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� End reactivates the context active just before the previous
Begin.

� EndPackage reactivates the context active just before the previous
BeginPackage,  restores the search list to its status at that
time, then prepends to the search list the contexts men-
tioned in that  BeginPackage  command.

Features of twoDG not described elsewhere in the book

There�s a very short list of  twoDG  features not explicitly detailed in previous
sections.

� concurrentQT This function works like  concurrentQ  (see section 11.7) except
that it also prints the value of the determinant involved.

� General::Spell This error message is turned off while the code in  twoGB.m  is
evaluated because otherwise the code for function  corners
would generate unnecessary messages.  It�s turned back on at the
end.

� Graphics`Colors` This entire standard add-on package is loaded by the twoDG
BeginPackage  line, both as an example of how one package can
load another, and because it�s so convenient to use suggestive
color names instead of  RGBColor  directives with numerical
arguments.

� $TypeStyle="Input" This line changes the default graphics  TypeStyle  option from
"Output"  to  "Input"  to make it readable.


